This work provides an overview of the current state of research on Situational Action Theory (SAT). Studies that have examined core propositions of SAT within the period 2006 to 2015 are reviewed. The principal aim of this narrative review is to answer the following four questions: (1) Which hypotheses of SAT have been put to the test in empirical enquiries? (2) What does the empirical evidence say about these propositions? (3) Which statements of the theory have received little attention? (4) What are the consequences of the results for future enquiries? An overall finding of this review is that numerous studies have tested selected propositions of the theory using different methods, data and statistical procedures. A majority of these studies found some support for the hypotheses tested, but there are also a few studies that did not back key assumptions of the theory. The reasons for the divergent results are discussed.
Introduction
Situational Action Theory (SAT) has been developed by Per-Olof Wikström (2004; 2010; Wikström et al., 2012; Wikström and Treiber, 2016 ) over a long time. One of the theory's basic ideas, bringing together environment-oriented and person-oriented explanations of crime, can be traced back to the beginning of the 1990s, when a conference was held on the integration of ecological and individual factors of crime (Farrington et al., 1993) . The first version of the theory in which the term 'Situational Action Theory' was used was published as a book chapter in an edited work by the late Joan McCord in 2004. Although the basic propositions of the theory have remained consistent, SAT has undergone refinements in its statements, clarifying key propositions that gave rise to misunderstandings. Now, in 2016, SAT is a complex integrative mechanism-based action theory that aims to explain crime as moral action (that is, an action that is guided by value-based rules about what is right or wrong to do). It achieves a promising integration of person-oriented and environment-oriented attempts to explain acts of crime (as a special case of rule-breaking, namely the breaking of moral rules stated in criminal law) that has triggered much empirical scrutiny. SAT has borrowed concepts from many theories, but, and this is a major merit, it has provided sound theoretical arguments for the redefinition of some key concepts in criminology (in a way that improves the understanding of the aetiology of crime) and it has foregrounded the interactive interplay of the mechanisms (that is, processes that bring about action) involved in crime causation.
Empirically testable propositions derived from the theory have been presented at European and US criminology conferences since 2004. Although evidence for SAT was originally primarily drawn from the Peterborough Adolescent and Young Adult Development Study (PADS and PADS+) conducted by the research team at Cambridge University, a number of scholars from other, up to now mostly European, countries have gradually shown interest in the theory and begun to assess key propositions of it with their own data. We examined empirical tests of SAT that were published between 2006 and 2015, and comment on the empirical evidence so far. We realize that this is a shortcoming, because newer empirical tests may have been accepted and published by the time this article is published. However, by looking back at the results that were presented during the first decade of the theory's existence, we are able to carefully evaluate some core propositions of SAT and draw preliminary conclusions that can guide further empirical tests of the theory. A period of roughly 10 years is a good starting point for summarizing the state of research and for discussing the lessons learned in this decade.
In detail, this narrative review addresses the following questions:
• • Which hypotheses of SAT have been put to the test in empirical enquiries?
• • What does the empirical evidence say about the statements of the theory?
• • Which elements of the theory have received little attention?
• • What are the consequences of the findings for future enquiries?
The structure of the article is as follows. First we provide a brief introduction of SAT and its key assumptions. A more detailed description of the theory -one that is authored by Per-Olof Wikström -can be found in the first contribution to this Special Issue. Next, we explain the methodology underlying the present review. In the results section we present the empirical findings clustered around separate hypotheses. Finally, the implications of the findings are discussed with regard to future studies on SAT.
Situational Action Theory in a nutshell
In SAT (for example, Wikström, 2004 Wikström, , 2010 Wikström et al., 2012) acts of crime are seen as the result of a perception-choice process based on the action alternatives a person perceives and the (moral) choices a person makes in a given context. SAT argues that the likelihood that a person will commit offences depends on his or her propensity towards crime, his or her exposure to criminogenic settings and, in particular, the interaction between propensity and exposure. The construct of propensity is conceived as the general tendency of persons to perceive and choose crimes as action alternatives. Propensity is a consequence of a person's morality (moral rules and emotions of shame and guilt) and a person's ability to exercise self-control, that is, to act in accordance with their own moral rules. The construct of exposure refers to the overall time spent in settings that are conducive to crime. In specific settings, people experience temptations and provocations. The moral context of the setting is equally important (the moral context refers to the moral rules that apply to a setting and the level of their enforcement). The latter was described as the deterrent capacity of a setting in earlier versions of SAT. Settings with little formal or informal supervision and settings where other rule-breakers are present are hypothesized to be criminogenic. Furthermore, the theory states that propensity and exposure interact with each other: the moral context of a setting (including deterrence) combined with a person's morality and ability to exercise self-control determines whether a person will respond to perceived temptations or provocations in a particular situation with acts of crime.
Controls guide action only when there is a conflict between the motivation to offend, personal moral rules and setting moral rules, and when the individual sees crime as a viable action alternative. When moral correspondence exists, particularly when both personal morality and the moral context support adherence to the law, controls (self-control and deterrence) are irrelevant in the explanation of offending. When the moral filter excludes crime from the catalogue of perceived action alternatives, the individual actor is not in need of using internal control mechanisms and is not responsive to deterrence in the setting. Controls come into play only when a motivation to break a rule arises in a setting and the individual experiences a discrepancy between their own moral rules and the rules of conduct that form the moral context (principle of the conditional relevance of controls). Although SAT's notion of deterrence (fear of negative consequences arising from the certainty and severity of punishment) is rather straightforward, it is important to note that SAT has proposed a conceptualization of self-control that differs from that introduced by Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) in their General Theory of Crime. SAT makes a distinction between the individual trait and the process of exercising self-control. Self-control as a process is defined as 'the successful inhibition of perceived action alternatives … that conflict with an individual's morality' (Wikström and Treiber, 2007: 258) . What one possesses (the trait) is the ability to exercise self-control, which has recently been defined as people's 'ability to withstand external pressure to act against their own personal morals' (Wikström and Treiber, 2016: 431) . For empirical purposes, however, the ability to exercise self-control is often reduced to the capability to resist current temptations and provocations (Wikström and Svensson, 2010) .
SAT emphasizes the importance of taking into account interactions (that is, differential susceptibility and situational resistance). Three interaction effects have received most empirical attention, namely propositions on (1) the interaction between exposure and propensity (exposure has a greater effect when propensity is high), (2) the interaction between deterrence and propensity (perceived deterrence exerts a greater influence when propensity is high), (3) the interaction between personal morality and self-control (selfcontrol has a greater impact when personal morality is weak). These hypotheses will be at the heart of our review. We are well aware that SAT has much more to say, but owing to limitations of space we decided to confine ourselves to these most-scrutinized propositions.
Method
Literature reviews are always faced with the question of how to select studies and based on what criteria. We draw on peer-reviewed articles and books published in print or online first in various languages (English, German, Dutch) between 2006 (which is when the first studies on SAT appeared) and 2015. Thereby our first and most important selection criterion was that a study needed to be written explicitly from the standpoint of SAT.
In detail, the following selection criteria for the inclusion of studies were applied:
• • The studies incorporated in this review should have a special focus on SAT.
Studies that were not designed to test SAT have been omitted from our review for reasons of conceptual clarity. Certainly there are difficulties in determining whether a study is examining SAT. Some hypotheses stated in SAT are not exclusive components of this theory, but may also be derived from other theories of crime (for example, propositions on the interplay of morality and deterrence or on the interaction between peer delinquency and self-control). Nevertheless, empirical works are integrated in our review only when they explicitly refer to SAT, which is not always easy to derive from the titles and keywords used in papers. In view of these criteria we have found 35 empirical tests of the SAT. In this review, we distinguish between tests that found full support for the theory, studies that found partial (mixed) support for it, and studies that did not find any support for SAT. Nearly all of the reviewed tests were carried out in Europe (two were conducted in the US and two in Canada). One possible explanation for the European dominance may be that the theory was developed in Cambridge, UK, and therefore is especially known to European scholars who are interested in questions concerning the aetiology of crime. Another possible explanation may be that SAT includes concepts that are drawn from rival theories but are used in slightly different ways.
Empirical findings

The interaction between exposure and propensity
We identified 17 empirical tests that have focused on the interaction effect between crime propensity and criminogenic exposure. Of these, 16 found full support for an interaction effect between exposure and propensity in crime causation, and 1 test found partial support (Table 1 ). The sign of the interaction effect is in line with SAT: there is a pattern of mutual amplification, that is, the effect of exposure rises when propensity increases. All studies used either samples of adolescents in high schools or university students. Most of the studies employed variety or (total) frequency scales of past self-reported offending. Usually the scales have not been transformed to adjust for their skewness.
The concept of propensity has been operationalized with different measures, without violating the basic idea that propensity is determined by both personal morality and selfcontrol. The existing studies have used similar measures of morality (ranging from a subscale of Sampson and Bartusch's, 1998 , legal cynicism construct 2 to deviant morality scales that explicitly measure how wrong committing various offences is perceived to be) and different measures of self-control (although all studies refer to some extent to the attitudinal scale developed by Grasmick and colleagues in the 1990s). 3 In most studies, exposure to criminogenic settings has been measured with questionnaire items. Different operationalizations have been used. Six studies employed the overall construct of lifestyle risk. Lifestyle risk is mainly based on a combined measure of peer delinquency, unstructured socializing and time spent in the city-centre. The earliest tests additionally included substance use as an indicator of lifestyle risk. In subsequent tests substance use has been omitted from the survey-based exposure scales. Space-time budget (STB) measures have been used in three studies. These measures are mainly based on the number of hours spent in areas of low collective efficacy, combined with the number of hours one was engaged in unstructured socializing. Although the STB measure is conceptually closer to the idea of setting exposure, Wikström et al. (2012) and Hoeben et al. (2016) reported high correlations between STB measures and survey-based measures of criminogenic exposure. Mainly ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models have been used to analyse the propensity-exposure interaction. Multiplicative terms have been employed to determine whether there is an interaction effect or not.
Two studies have examined the stability of the interaction effect in subgroups by gender and immigration background. Comparing the regression coefficients for exposure at different levels of propensity in different subgroups (immigrant boys, immigrant girls, non-immigrant boys, non-immigrant girls) revealed a stable interaction in the postulated direction. Identical interaction patterns were found in a sample of young adolescents (dependent variable: overall self-reported offending) and in a sample of young adults (dependent variable: self-reported political violence against persons and property).
The interaction between deterrence and propensity
We identified 10 empirical tests that have focused on the interplay between perceived deterrence and crime propensity (Table 2 ). Of these, five studies provided full support for the postulated deterrence-propensity interaction: individuals with high levels of propensity were more likely to be deterred by the perceived sanction risk (operationalized as perceived likelihood of getting caught). The five supportive studies relied on school samples and past self-reported offending. As a measure of propensity, the studies used moral values, self-control ability and felt temptation. All studies drew on the perceived likelihood of getting caught as a measure of deterrence; one study used both certainty (perceived risk of apprehension) and severity estimates (perceived trouble when getting caught). OLS regression models were run to assess the interaction effects. The four studies that did not find any evidence of interaction are based on different kinds of samples: street youth samples, samples of felons and school samples. One of these studies used a self-reported offending scale, one study used intentions to commit crime, one study used a single item of drug use, and one study used academic dishonesty as a measure of criminal involvement. Three of the studies relied on moral values, one employed a combination of moral values and self-control. Three studies focused on sanction certainty (one with a single-item measure) and one adopted a combination of both certainty and severity. OLS regression models were fitted in two studies, Tobit regression on a log-transformed response variable and negative binomial regression were each employed in one. One of the 10 studies provided partial support for the hypothesis.
Five reasons for these mixed results may be identified. We address these issues briefly and come back to them in detail in the concluding section: the use of (1) different underlying populations (mainly juveniles), (2) different measures of key constructs (generalized sensitivity to deterrence is not a measure of the deterrent capacity of the action-relevant setting), (3) different statistical techniques, (4) log-transformation of the dependent variables, (5) single-item response variables, which may be subject to low reliability.
The interaction between personal morality and self-control
Nine empirical tests were identified that have focused on the interplay between personal morality and the ability to exercise self-control. In five out of the nine studies full support was found for an interaction between morality and self-control, according to which selfcontrol ability has a greater effect among individuals of low morality (Table 3) . In these studies, morality is mainly measured as deviant moral beliefs (perceptions of the wrongfulness of committing various acts of crime) or with the items of the legal cynicism scale (Sampson and Bartusch, 1998 ) that capture general attitudes towards rule-breaking (for example, 'laws are made to be broken'). Self-control is operationalized in terms of the Grasmick et al. scale (1993) . All of the fully supportive studies used OLS regression models. One study found a stable interaction effect across subgroups differentiated by gender and immigration background. All five studies relied on previous-year selfreported offending and school-based samples of youths in mid-adolescence. Three studies provided partial support for the hypothesis. In one of these studies, support was found when drawing on projections of overall offending but not when focusing on intended property or violent offending. In another study, a significant interaction was found in cross-sectional analyses but not in longitudinal ones. In the third study, support was obtained for the overall sample but not for subgroups.
One study did not back the hypothesis. That study was based on a small street youth sample and used a low-variance single-item measure of drug use as the response variable. Both factors combined seriously decrease the possibility of detecting interaction effects.
Key findings of published studies
In general these findings are promising and have implications for criminological theory. There is empirical support for the interaction effects that are highlighted in SAT, which is impressive given that most studies did not use optimal designs to test SAT. The available studies have their restrictions and also show some inconsistencies. All tests are solely partial tests. Nevertheless: some key conclusions are warranted.
First, the interaction between exposure and propensity is the most-tested one. This is also the most stable interaction effect that has been reported. A particular strength is that the propensity-exposure interaction is established for different dependent variables (total crime frequency scales, crime variety scales and frequency of political violence). Different measures of propensity were employed, and different methods were used to capture exposure (mostly questionnaire-based measures of unstructured socializing and peer delinquency, but also STB-based measures). Second, the interaction between personal morality and self-control ability receives support in most, but not in all, studies. Third, the interplay between perceived deterrence (perceived sanction risk and perceived trouble when getting caught) and criminal propensity is backed in most, but not in all, studies.
Discussion
What lessons have we learned and what is to be placed on the research agenda for the coming years? The present literature review suggests that some optimism is warranted because it demonstrates that there is empirical evidence for selected key propositions of SAT. This conclusion holds especially for the interaction between propensity and exposure, as well as for the interplay between morality and the ability to exercise self-control. Results on the interaction between perceived deterrence and propensity are a bit more mixed. However, there are perceptual deterrence studies not inspired by SAT that provide additional support for the proposition that deterrent effects are greater among those with weak moral beliefs (for example, Bachman et al., 1992; Paternoster and Simpson, 1996; Wenzel 2004 ).
In the remainder of this section we address some general limitations of the previous research on SAT and outline promising avenues for future empirical inquiries.
It is probably fair to state that the measurement of some key constructs will remain a challenge for future tests of SAT. Flaws in measurement affect the results of tests. SAT provides clear conceptual definitions, and the PADS+ team has put tremendous effort into measuring exposure to criminogenic settings more precisely and in more detail than any other study before. The development from a composite survey measure of 'lifestyle risk' to a detailed hour-by-hour measure of criminogenic exposure via the STB is quite a move forward. However, the bulk of the existing research uses survey measures of exposure to criminogenic moral settings (unstructured leisure activities and peer delinquency) that only indirectly reflect the concepts as defined in SAT. The resulting gap between concept and measurement must be acknowledged, but is partially defused by the fact that survey-based and STB-based measures of exposure do not yield different results. The interaction effect according to which exposure matters particularly for high propensity individuals proves to be fairly robust.
In practice, the employment of the STB has often been restricted to creating measures of total exposure to areas of low collective efficacy and to peers in the absence of control. These measures have then been aggregated among persons, just like the number of acts reported in these settings. In a next step, both aggregate measures have been related to personal characteristics with conventional statistical techniques. The major advantage of this procedure is that the person-environment interaction is measured a lot more closely than before, but the question remains whether more powerful tests are necessary and possible. We think that the STB allows for an analysis of offending at the situational level: offending can be studied from hour to hour in its current situational context. The STB thus generates data that have a clear multilevel structure: events in hours at the micro-place level nested among individuals with a certain crime propensity. It can be argued that situational explanations need situational analyses and this can be done by fitting multilevel or hierarchical linear models to STB data combined with individuallevel survey data (Bernasco et al., 2013; . Multilevel models analyse the commission of an act of crime in a given situation among persons with certain characteristics, thus allowing one to test for cross-level person-environment interactions. Not least, this potential makes more research on the methodological properties of the STB advisable.
Future studies should strive for more consistency in conceptualization and measurement. Studies should always aim at measuring their variables as closely as possible to the theoretical constructs they refer to. It is important to be aware of the dangers of conceptual drift. We explain this with regard to the multidimensional concept of morality. It is questionable to what extent Sampson and Bartusch's (1998) concept of legal cynicism is a valid operationalization of morality as SAT sees it. Although the overall legal cynicism scale certainly is not the best measure of morality in the sense of SAT, the subscale that refers to the acceptance of rule-breaking is conceptually close to the construct of personal moral values. That may explain why testing key propositions of SAT using this subscale did not lead to different results. However, in SAT morality is more than the moral evaluation of rules. Although it may be argued that moral emotions represent the affective consequences of violations of personal moral beliefs, taking moral feelings as indicators of the strength of an individual's morality can be justified by the fact that anticipated guilt and shame are important factors that help people refrain from breaking rules. Up to now, few studies have examined the importance of emotions in this theoretical framework.
Another empirical issue that deserves attention in future enquiries is the question of how to disentangle the ability to exercise self-control from self-control as a situational activity that is triggered when individuals are present in action-relevant settings. Hitherto, tests of SAT have been restricted to the use of attitudinal measures of the ability to exercise self-control. These attitudinal measures are heavily influenced by the Grasmick et al. (1993) scale, which was developed to capture self-control in the sense of Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) and at best depicts the ability to resist current temptations and provocations. It is in no way an exact operationalization of the ability to withstand external pressures to act against one's own personal morals (Wikström and Treiber, 2016) . Here some methodological refinement seems indispensable. The latter is discernible from the empirical results on the interplay between morality and self-control, which mostly show that self-control matters predominantly when personal morality is weak. This finding may in fact indicate that the capacity to resist temptations and provocations comes into play when the moral filter does not exclude crime from the range of perceived action alternatives and thereby supports the moral filter argument. However, it does not say much about the interplay between personal morals and the ability to align one's behaviour to these morals, and even less about the dynamics between personal morals and the actual execution of self-control in concrete settings. In a broader sense, the ambiguity associated with these observations underlines the necessity of additional conceptual clarifications and methodological improvements.
Although SAT is a general theory, there is a clear overrepresentation of samples of youths in mid-adolescence in the published studies. Therefore it is important that more tests make use of adult samples (which has been done recently by Hirtenlehner and Kunz, 2016) . Adult samples are generally less employed to examine crime causation theories, which marks a substantial deficiency of the criminological knowledge base. Measurement error (for example, social desirability and dishonesty) is assumed to be more prevalent in adult populations because adults have more to lose when responding honestly to questions about rule-breaking. SAT's key propositions should also be tested in more countries (which is currently being undertaken in the third wave of the International Self-Reported Delinquency Study, ISRD-3) and for other types of crime (such as, for example, political violence).
Most of the studies are based on cross-sectional analyses and rely on measures of self-reported offending (for a reference period in the past). The debate on the expediency of longitudinal data is old and some scholars have keenly defended the necessity of analysing panel data (Laub and Sampson, 2003) , whereas others, such as Gottfredson and Hirschi (1990) , were strong opponents of longitudinal data analyses. We are convinced that panel data will play a major role in explaining individual changes in propensity and exposure and are thus useful for testing the developmental ecological model of SAT. Although panel data provide a strong means for investigating personal and social emergence (that is, the causes of the causes), panel data probably bring little additional value in testing the situational part of SAT (see Wikström et al. in this issue) . It is difficult to understand how a one-year lag would provide the necessary ingredients to validly test a situational hypothesis. The fact that this has been tried without success is strongly supportive of our argument (Bruinsma et al., 2015) . However, an exception to this rule may be necessary when the temporal ordering of the investigated concepts becomes extremely problematic. This may be the case when, in cross-sectional studies, previous self-reported offending is related to temporally subsequent values of predictor variables and when there is a theoretical rationale for an inverse causal relationship. In these circumstances, cross-sectional effect estimates become highly susceptible to distortion resulting from endogeneity.
Regarding the study of the conditional effects of external controls, a lot of work remains to be done. Although it is promising to see that there is some empirical support for the hypothesis that not everybody is guided by the fear of getting caught, many perceptual deterrence studies remain problematic because they are not located at the situational level. Often individuals' generalized risk perceptions are related to self-reported offending within a year. The corresponding perceptions of detection risk may capture the respondents' general sensitivity to risk more than they depict their exposure to settings with varying deterrent qualities. Thus it remains unclear (1) to what extent deterrence perceptions are shaped by exposure to specific settings and (2) whether a person refrains from offending as a result of the deterrent capacities operating in a given setting. To overcome this problem, we may rely on randomized scenario studies. Deterrent cues are broad in range, therefore it may be a fruitful avenue for future research to investigate the effect of exposure to various deterrent cues (that is, apart from the hitherto used absence or presence of police agents or school teachers). Scenario studies including visual cues (such as pictures of a street block) would provide a really novel tool because not only do they exploit the strengths of the vignette technique and the randomization process, but at the same time they make optimal use of new technologies. This could increase our understanding of which cues in micro-places are most successful in triggering fear of getting caught, and how this fear relates to projected offending for individuals with different levels of crime propensity. Of course scenario studies have their own problems (for example, low predictive validity or consistency effects), but their merits in capturing situational perceptions are uncontested.
The lack of situational specificity also has implications for the moral conflict hypothesis. SAT states that controls are relevant only when there is a moral conflict between the setting and the individual, but how do we know whether the respondent experiences a moral conflict in a given setting? So far this highly plausible theoretical proposition has remained untested and left open to future enquiry. The scenario technique may also be an appropriate tool to approach this question.
Controls are also not supposed to matter when an individual acts out of habit (because then only one action alternative is perceived). How can we empirically distinguish whether an individual acts deliberately or habitually in a given setting? None of the studies conducted in the reference period was able to distinguish between breaking rules as a result of processes of deliberation versus habituation. This is important for future tests of the principle of the conditional relevance of controls.
The majority of the studies have used conservative techniques such as OLS regression to examine interaction effects. The issue of testing interaction effects on skewed count variables such as crime frequency is complicated (for example, Hirtenlehner et al., 2014; Oberwittler and Gerstner, 2015; Svensson and Oberwittler, 2010) .
Based on the results of the reviewed studies we come to the conclusion that the advantages of using OLS are greater than the disadvantages that are reported in the literature. Although it is acknowledged that problems exist in applying OLS to the study of interaction effects in models with highly skewed dependent variables (the standard errors are biased and there is the risk of spurious interaction), the remedies are also controversial. Some solutions cause problems in interpreting the results. Other solutions take away a lot of the variance, which is vital to the study of interaction effects. Transforming (for example, logging) the dependent variable reduces its variance, which decreases the power to establish interaction. This is not the place to discuss the issue in depth, but the reader should remember that there exist methods to adjust OLS models that are not too complicated and that give good results (such as adding the squared terms of the predictor variables involved in the interaction to the equations or relying on robust standard errors).
Nonlinear models can handle the violation of the distributional assumptions underlying OLS. They are also well suited to deal with the discrete nature of the response variable. The downside is that testing interaction effects in a nonlinear framework generally leads to results that are very difficult to interpret. In logit, Poisson and negative binomial models, the product term does not depict the overall interaction inherent in the data. Therefore, the multiplicative term provides a biased estimate of the interaction, which is often insignificant or exhibits a misleading sign. Capturing the total interaction in these models is a challenging task. Plotting the results of nonlinear models and comparing the different regression lines (or curves) to the findings obtained from OLS models may provide a remedy. Recently neural network analyses have been presented as an alternative technique.
How can tests of SAT be made more comparable? This question matters, because we risk being confronted with the problem of incommensurability. If different tests are conducted on different dependent variables, using varying measurement strategies and techniques of analysis, it becomes quite difficult to compare the results. One possible solution to avoid cloudiness in what is being tested could be a more detailed axiomatization of the theory (Bunge, 1999) . The history of empirical theory testing in social sciences teaches that scholars have a tendency to give their own interpretations of the theories and to permit themselves to make slight modifications. The more precisely a theory is formulated, the less room for interpretation remains.
Finally, there are some theoretical reflections to be made. SAT suggests that general theories are very useful, despite the fact that some scholars strongly doubt the utility of general theories. A strength of general theories is that they can be translated to specific contexts and applied to specific populations, which may all act as potential falsificators of the theory. The message is not that we need only one theory of offending, but scholars need to realize that the current excess of theories in criminology may be a symptom of an unhealthy discipline (Bruinsma, 2016) .
SAT clearly has a potential for being a useful interdisciplinary integrative framework. However, the present state of research allows only the situational elements of the theory to be assessed. Despite the fact that there are some issues regarding the difficulty of distinguishing between habitual offending and deliberative offending, the conceptualization and operationalization of self-control and the conditional effects of controls, the results obtained so far look promising. Although a lot of criticism can be made concerning the studies conducted in the past decade, the results are promising enough to continue the work: converging results, despite differences in measures, is not only a weakness, but also a strength. We will have to await the evaluation of the developmental ecological action model in SAT, which is work in progress. Because individuals encounter so many developmental settings, this is a daunting task.
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